We are developing Hermes-III at Sandia National Laboratories as a pulsed bremsstrahlung test-bed for active interrogation for fissionable materials detection.
1 Photons generated by an electron beam striking a Ta converter propagate to a target location 19 m from the electron beam diode, at which various materials are placed. X-rays produce (γ,f) and (γ,n) reactions in fissionable material, while nonfissionable materials such as Pb will result in competing (γ,n) reactions. The intense 30 ns x-ray burst from the diode produces γ-rays and neutrons from materials in the environment, all of which must be discriminated by a successful detector.
The Hermes III x-ray pulse is generated and characterized inside a concrete lined experiment cell, but an apertured portion is allowed to propagate to an outside target. This lowers induced background noise levels. An array of detectors aimed at measuring the neutron and gamma signatures is placed up to 45 m (outdoors) from the target. Detector timewindows studied fall into three zones. Prompt detection (~ 10 μsec) addresses fissions induced by the interrogating pulse. Competing cosmic background is negligible, but the large scattered x-ray and photo-neutron flux can overwhelm detector electronics. Delayed prompts (~ few ms), resulting from fissions induced by thermalized prompt neutrons, offer attractive fluxes but are influenced by potentially unknown materials and geometry. Delayed gammas and neutrons (~ 3 sec) can be measured on longer timescales, but their number is orders of magnitude lower than prompts, with a high natural background count which lowers the signal-to-noise.
We report on detector development based upon liquid and plastic scintillators, He-3 and He-4, and NaI. Detector development is essential to successful pulsed active detection, and depending upon the time-windows discussed above, optimum end-point interrogating voltages of 8, 12, or 16 MV (all explored on Hermes) are indicated. Validated and potential detection of depleted uranium (DU) has been demonstrated. Latest detector development results will be presented.
